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ROOTS OF KAC-MOODY LIE ALGEBRAS
By
jun Morita
0. Introduction.
The notion of Kac-Moody Lie algebras has recently been introduced and
studied as a natural generalization of a finite dimensional split semisimple Lie
algebra with successful applications to Macdonald type identities(cf. Lepowsky
[3]). Such a Lie algebra has a root system, which is a natural analogue of the
usual root systems in the sense of Bourbaki [1]. In this paper, we will give a
characterization of positive root systems of Kac-Moody Lie algebras as a subset
of a lattice. (See Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 below.)
Let A be a generalized Cartan matrix and L the Kac-Moody Lie algebra
associated with A, and let A (resp. A+) be the root system (resp. the positive
root system) of L (for the definition,see §1). In §2, we will consider the special
positive root system P(A) associated with L. This system P(A) satisfiesthe
conditions (XI), (X2), (Yl), (Y2) and (Y3), which are specifiedin §2. Conversely
we will show that any set satisfying these conditions coincides with the system
P(A) arising from some Kac-Moody Lie algebra. In particular, A+ is uniquely
determined by (Yl), (Y2) and (Y3) when A is given.
On the other hand, there are two kinds of roots in A, called real roots and
imaginary roots respectively. In §3, we will present a characterization of
imaginary roots. In §4, we will give a way to produce the roots of L inductively
from simple roots.
The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to Prof. N. Iwahori for
his valuable advice. Also he wishes to thank the referee for showing him several
comments on this paper―especially a simplificationin the proof of Theorem 2.
1. Kac-Moody Lie algebras.
In this section, we will review the notion of a Kac-Moody Lie algebra and
its root system (cf. Kac [2], Lepowsky [3], Moody [4]). Let / be a positive
integer, and set /= {1, ･･･, /}. Let A={ai3) be an Ixl generalized Cartan matrix
―that is av,-eZ for all i, /e/, a,-,―2 for all ie/, flu,-^0 for distinct i, /e/,
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dij―Q whenever a^=0 for each i, je.1. For any generalized Cartan matrix
A=(aij) and for any field K of characteristic zero, L denotes the Lie algebra
over if generated by 3/ generators eu ■･■, et, h1} ■■■,hi, flf ･■■,fi with the defining
relations [_hu hj2=0, [_eitfj]=dijhi, [hit e^a^ej, [_hu fj^ ― aijfj for alli, je/,
and (ad e<)~°≪+1^=0, (ad/i)"a^+1/i=0 for distinct i, je/. We call the algebra
L the (standard) Kac-Moody Lie algebra over K associated with A.
Let
r=y£,ieiZai be the free ^-module
with free generators au ･■･, at. We
give the structure of a /""-graded Lie algebra to L by defining deg (ei)= ait
deg(Af)=0 and deg(/i)=― at for all ie/. For any aef, let L≪ be the subspace
of L consisting of all elements with degree a. Set H=L0, which equals
KhiR ･■■(&Khi. We call a nonzero element aefa root of L if La^0. Let J
be the set of all roots of L, called the root system of L, so L=//c2(!£/a. Then
J is contained In r+^J(―r+), where F+= {cr^Sie/^t^i6^! kt^O, a^Q}. Set
A+=--dr＼F+ and J_―Jn(―A-)- We call J+ the positive root system of L. We
note J_ = ―J+. For each a=][]?;e/&i≪ie^+ (resp. z/_), Lr, is the subspace of L
spanned by the elements
Letl, [gi2> ･･･, Letr_v eir] ■■■]]
(resp. [/≪,,:/,,-, [/i,_lf/,J ■･■]]),
where e,-(resp./,-) occurs ＼ks＼times. In particular, Lai=Ket and L.nf = KU
Set 77= {≪i,･･･, ≪J, called simple roots. For each fe/, let £/<be the subalgebra
of L generated by eit hi, ft, which is isomorphic to s/(2, A").
Lemma 1. (cf. Lepowsky [3, Proposition 1.4]). The subspace 1]a<=A+-iai}Lais
a direct sum of finitedimensional irreducible U＼-modules for each i^I.
Lemma 2. Let a^J+―IT. Then there is a^Il such that a―<Xi^A+.
Proof. Since LA,^0, there is a nonzero generator [g^, ＼_ei%,■■■[_eir_,,eir] ■･･]]
in La. Then [g,2, ･･･＼_eir_t,eir] ･■■] is a nonzero element of L≪_ffj.. Therefore
such a―at, is in J+ q. e. d.
2. Abstract positive root systems.
Let r='£ieIZai be the free ^-module with free generators 11= {au ･･･,≪J,
and let F+= {a=ZiEJkiat(EF ＼ki^Q, a^O} as in §1. Set F*=Eomz(F, Z), the
dual of F. A pair 0 = {X, Y) consisting of a subset X of F* and a subset Y of
F is called an abstract positive root system (in the lattice F) if the following
axioms (XI), (X2), (Yl), (Y2) and (Y3) are satisfied.
(XI) X consists of / distinct elements 6lt ･･･,6U labeled by /.
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(X2) #i(at)=2 for ail ie=7.
(Yl) 77g7gJ+.
(Y2) For each ie/, if aGF-{a,}, then there are nonnegative integers
p~p(i, a) and q~q{i, a) satisfying
(*) p-q=<fii(a)
and
(**) aJrkaie.Y if and only if ―p^k^q, where &eZ.
(Y3) If aeF―77, then there exists a^Yl for which a―a^y.
Let L be the (standard) Kac-Moody Lie algebra associated with a generalized
Cartan matrix A, and let zf+ be the positive root system of L (see §1). Let
(pu ･･■, (pi be elements of F* defined by (pi(a})=aij for all j'g/. Set ＼={(ply ■■■,
(pi) and P{A)={W, J+). We call P(A) the special positive root system of ^4 or of
L. For each a^Tji^ikiai^F, let ht(a)=^,+ ･･･ +ki, the height of a.
Proposition 1. Let A be a generalized Cartan matrix. Then the special
positiveroot system P(A) is an abstractpositiveroot system.
Proof. By Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we see that(Y2) and (Y3) hold. The
other conditionsare easilyverified. q.e.d.
For each abstract positive root system 0, set Q)=(c^-), where Ci^Q^a,) for
alli, j^I.
Tteorem 1. Let 0 be an abstract pasitive root system. Then: (1) CR is a
generalized Cartan matrix,
(2) 0=P{C9).
Proof. (1) By the definition,(piia^Z. The axiom (X2) says <f>i(cti)=2.
For distincti, je/, we see a,―a^ Y by (Yl), so p(i,aj)=0 and <pi{aj)=^―q{i,a})
^0 by (Y2). Furthermore, for distinct i, je/,the condition ^t(aj)=Q means
≪j+aj£ Y. Therefore <pi(aj)=0 if and only if 0/^0=0.
(2) This follows from Proposition 2 below.
Proposition 2. Let R―(X, Y) and 0'―{Xf,Y') be abstract positiveroot
systems in the latticesF and F' respectively.Suppose CR―Cqi. Then thereis
an isomorphism A:F->F' such that X(0)=0'.
Proof. Let /=rank F= rank P. Since C0=C§,,we have faiaj^fiiaj) for
alli,j^I, where ^gI, ^JeI', ajG.II,and a'j^II'. Let X be the isomorphism
of r to P definedby X(ai)=a'i. Then ^^r^1. Put Yn={ae=Y＼ht(a)^n}
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and Y'n={a<=Y'＼ht(a)^n}, where neZ>0. If n=l, then ^Y^Y'^W by (Yl).
Assume n >1 and l{Yn-1)=Y'n^1. Let aeFn. By (Y3), there exists ca^fl for
which a―ai&Yn-!. Since ^(yn-i)=^n-i, we have l{a)^Y'n by (Y2). Hence
X(Yn)QY'n. Similarlyl-＼Y'n)QYn. Therefore KYn)=Y'n for all ?igeZ>0,which
implies X(Y)= Y'. q.e.d.
Moreover we will prove the following two results without recourse to the
theory of Lie algebras.
Proposition 3. Let 0=(X, Y) be an abstract positive root system. Then
Zair＼Y={at} for any a^TI.
Proof. Let a<e77. Clearly ma^Y if m^O. Suppose ma^Y for some
ffleZ> By (Y2), we see ait2aif■■･,ma^Y. Thus p(i,via^=m―＼ by (Yl)
and (Y2). Then m―l^p(i, ma^-qii, maCi=^i{mat)=2m by (Y2),so m^-1, which
is a contradiction. q.e.d.
For each fe/, let Wi be an involutive endomorphism of F defined by Wi{a)
=a―0i(a)ai for all≪eF.
Proposition 4. Let 0={X, Y) be an abstract positive root system. Then
Y― {aA is Wi-stable for any ie/.
Proof. Let fi^Y-{ai}. Then wi(^)=^-^i(fi)ai=^+(.q-p)ai. By(Y2),
we see Wi(fi)^Y since ―pSq―pSq. Suppose Wi(P)=au then /3=(0i(/3)+l)aj
GZffin^W, which is a contradiction. Therefore Wiifi)^ F― {a,;}.
q.e.d.
3. Imaginary roots.
Let W be the subgroup of GL(T) generated by wt for all ie/. The group
W is called the Weyl group. Set dTe=W(Il), real roots, and set Jim=J―Jre,
imaginary roots. Put AiJ?=A+r＼Aim. For each a―^ieikia^r, let Sa be the
diagram, called the support of a, with vertices vt for alli satisfying ki^Q such
that Vi and Vj are joined whenever ^(c^O^O for distincti, j. Let / be the set
consisting of all elements a of F+ such that the support Sa is connected, and
let J°=(^＼w<=w{wJ). We call a generalized Cartan matrix indecomposable if the
corresponding Dynkin diagram is connected (cf. Kac [2], Lepowsky [3], Moody
M).
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Theorem 2. Let A be an indecomposable generalized Cartan matrix. Then
AT-P.
Proof. We note that the support Sa of a root ≪eJ is connected. There-
fore J+m£/, and Jif^/0 since d' is W-invariant. Conversely let ae/°. Then
choose an element wa in the orbit W{a) of minimal height. Then wa^J and in
fact in the fundamental set M, where M={ae/|^(a)^Q for allie/}. We know
MQJT (see Kac [2], or Remark (3) below). Hence wa^J1^ and ≪eJvm.
q. e.d.
4. Successive computation of roots.
Let A be a generalized Cartan matrix. For each a^F+, it is difficultto
determine whether a is in rf+ or not, since in general the Weyl group isinfinite.
Here we will give an actual method of constructing the positive roots inductively
from II. Let P(A)=(X, Y) be the special positive root system of A. Let
Yn={a<^ YI ht (a)<n] for each neZ>0.
Proposition 5. Suppose n^l. Let <pi<^Xand a^U for each z'e/,and let
(1) // 0i(a)<O, then a-＼-at<=Yn+1.
(2) // 0i(a)^O, ^/zena+ai£7E+i z/ anrfon/^i/ a―(^i(a)+l)≪iGYn.
Therefore we can construct the set of roots recursively. (That an Inductive
construction is possibleis already known―cf. Moody [4, Proposition 11.)
Remarks.
(1) We can prove Propositions 2 and 3 without the condition (Y3).
(2) Let
2-2000
-2 2-1 0 0
0-1 2-1 0
0
0
0-1 2-2
0 0-22
＼
/
and S=r＼w&v(wr+)- Set F=J+WS. Then we see that Y satisfiesthe conditions
(Yl) and (Y2). Take a minimal height element a in Y―J+. This is possible
since d=a1Jra2+oci+a5(EY―d+. For such an element a, there is no element
oti^II such that a―a^e Y. (This example appears in a letter from Mr. M. Kaneda
to Prof. N. Iwahori.)
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(3) (Kac [2]). Let JLm, W and M be the positive Imaginary roots, the Weyl
group and the fundamental set respectively. Then JVm―W(M).
(4) In Moody and Yokonuma [5], a geometric axiomatic foundation for real
root systems of Kac-Moody Lie algebras has been developed.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
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